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This exhibition of paintings, sculptures and drawings marks the London debut of American artist Justin 
Almquist, who was born in Minneapolis in 1976, received his BFA at Pratt Institute, New York in 1998 and his 
MFA at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich in 2010. Almquist has lived and worked in Munich since 2003. 
 
In recent years, Almquist has become known for his inspired draftsmanship and the eccentric drawings that 
stem from a remarkable sensitivity. As Alfred Kren, one of his long-term supporters, wrote recently: “by 
inscribing fleeting images that have the lightness of butterfly wings, while sustaining an unforgiving and exacting 
mastery of line and colour, Almquist is able to bring us closer to inducing and examining dreams and 
hallucinations, extracting essentials out of this perishable matter, while allowing humor and playfulness”. 
 
Almquist’s ink drawing, William Blake Blood Mobile, made after glimpsing a blood transport mobile van pass by 
on the street, has been turned into a major sculpture that he only completed this year. He says that he 
thought that this utilitarian vehicle should be redesigned to appear like “some sort of machine which looks as 
if it were covered in layers and sacks of blood” and decided that “of course, if anyone were to design such a 
vehicle, then it had to be William Blake. The William Blake Blood Mobile. The only difference is, it would 
come to TAKE your blood.  You wouldn't be giving it out of the goodness of your heart.  It would seek you 
out and hunt you down, like some sweaty nightmare Blake vision”.  
 
Closely related to Almquist’s sculptural works are his large scale paintings with applications made from papier-
mâché and cardboard. In contrast to the ‘Combine’ paintings of Robert Rauschenberg or the Dada collages of 
Kurt Schwitters, that incorporate found everyday objects, these experimental paintings succeed in extending 
the picture plane into a seamless and elastic fabric of disjointed images as in a dream. 
 
Reflecting one other aspect of painterly three-dimensional objects by this artist are his Skull Hats - wall pieces 
made from papier-mâché that he began during his residency at the Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas in 2011. 
These works reflect an interest in Mexican folk art, whilst keeping the same maverick energy that is so 
characteristic of the artist. A selection of Skull Hats will be shown here, and in keeping with his thorough 
investigation into image and reflection, four paintings from the series Self Portrait with Skull Hat will also be 
included in this show.  
 
Catherine Craft, in her 2010 review in The Burlington Magazine of Almquist’s solo exhibition of paintings and 
drawings at Norwood Fine Arts in Munich, described one series of paintings: “…Richly, almost 
hallucinogenically layered and spotted with fragments of yarn, paper towels and in one case two papier-mâché 
balloons, his Junky fruit paintings suggested a lurid transformative decay capable of eliciting fevered visions of 
other worlds….”  
 
Justin Almquist is well represented in the permanent collection of the Staatliche Graphische Sammlung 
Munich, one of the finest and most comprehensive public collections of works on paper in the world. A 
recent bequest from HRH Duke Franz of Bavaria added a substantial group of drawings by Almquist to this 
prestigious collection. The Lenbachhaus Munich and the Pinakothek der Moderne Munich have also acquired 
his works for their permanent collections.  
 
Almquist is inspired by various artists, including Picabia, Polke and Thek. He also particularly admires – and 
feels an affinity with – the drawings of the British artist Colin Self, whom he only discovered two years ago. 
Like Colin Self, Almquist has shifted constantly between real life studies, especially portraits, between images 
located and found in diverse media and between dream-like states of allusions. Melding real and imagined in 
seemingly seamless fashion is what these two artists share and therefore it is a great pleasure to show a small 
display of drawings by Colin Self concurrent with Justin Almquist’s solo exhibition.  


